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Vermont Structural Unfading Mottled slate is a top 

of the range slate, highly regarded worldwide as 

one of the very best slates available. It has been 

used in the USA and the United Kingdom for cen-

turies on many prestigious buildings. Details of 

projects in the UK date back to the 1890’s where 

the slate is still on the roof today doing what it was 

made to do – protect the building from the harsh 

elements. In more recent times it has also been 

approved on specific English Heritage projects, 

Crown Estates and also in several National Parks. 

Vermont Structural Unfading Mottled is unique 

compared to other slates on the market as it is ex-

tracted from an area of the quarry where a vein of 

unfading purple slate meets and intermingles with 

a vein of unfading green. The resulting combina-

tion of colours produces a mottled slate, which 

doesn’t sound nice. In reality, this mix of colours 

creates some of the most stunning roofs that we 

have ever supplied. 

Vermont Structural Unfading Mottled is different 

from most other slates from the North East of 

America in several important ways. It is all pro-

duced from block extracted from a single family 

owned & run quarry, the raw block is then cut in 

the production sheds to ensure that the slates are 

made “on the grain”. This greatly improves 

strength, longevity and workability of the finished 

roofing slate. 
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SLATE SPECIFICATIONS 

Performance: 
TESTING 
 
Water Absorption 
 
Thermal Cycles Test 
 
Sulphur Dioxide Test 
 
Guarantee 

Supply: 
 
Extensive stocks are held at our              
distribution centres. 
 
Nationwide and International delivery 
can be arranged for immediate despatch. 

Country of Origin: 
 

United States of America 

Sizes: 
 

Diminishing Course x Random Widths 
Fixed Length x Random Widths 
Patterns - Single Sizes 
 

Unit 15 & 16, Airfield Approach Business Park 
Flookburgh 
Grange over Sands 
Cumbria 
LA11 7NG 
England 

Colours: 
 

Green & Purple 

 

 
ASTM1 Certification 
 
0.13 of 1% in 48 hours 
Per ASTM C-121-48 
 
 
 
 
Over 150 years of empirical performance 
within the UK. 

Texture: 
 

Medium Riven Texture 

Thickness: 
 

Prime - 7mm Nominal Thickness 
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